The objective of this paper is to propose a new ranking technique or method for the web page rank. Different search engines use the different algorithm for the ranking of the web pages. Web Page ranking algorithm works only on the web page repository or indexed pages to the search engine for ranking. In reality, search engines works in two phases one is crawling phase and another is ranking phase. In this paper proposed work is based on the ranking phase.In this Paper designed new ranking algorithm which will be known as Size Based Ranking (SBR) Algorithm. This algorithm is cover more area of the web pages and hope that this algorithm is provide the best, accurate and sufficient data or information or matter to the user according to the need.
INTRODUCTION
Mammoth data are available on the web or internet which is used by the user. World Wide Web contains the web pages on the internet. WWW provide us with great amounts of useful information electronically available as hypertext. A vast number of web pages are continually being added every day, and information is constantly changing [1] .
Search engines are computer programs that travel the Web, gather the text of Web pages and make it possible to search for them. Please keep in mind that no search engine covers the entire Web. In fact, experts estimate that the largest search engines cover only 15% of the World Wide Web [2] .
A Search Engine is a web site that collects and organizes content from all over the internet. Those wishing to locate something would enter a query about what they'd like to find and the engine provides links to content that matches what they want. Creating a Search Engine which scales even to today's web presents many challenges. Fast crawling technology is needed to gather the web documents and keep them up to date. Storage space must be used efficiently to store indices and, optionally, the documents themselves. The indexing system must process hundreds of gigabytes of data efficiently. Queries must be handled quickly, at a rate of hundreds to thousands per second [3] .
WORKING OF SEARCH ENGINE
The researchers study some papers about the search engines and found the Search Engine work on four modules which names are following and all module is shown in figure1with discription:-
1.
Crawler module 2.
Indexer module 3. Query module 4. Ranking module
Figure1: Shows the Search Engines Module in Cyclic Process

Crawler Module
Search the URL on the web and linkages page with on single URL. Crawler behavior is depending on following policies [1] :-i. Selection Policies: -In this policy we decided that which pages is downloaded or which is discarded. ii.
Revisited Policies: -In this policy we decided that which page is revisited for the changes. iii.
Politeness Policies: -In this policy that states how to avoid overloading iv.
Parallelization Policies:-That states how to coordinate show web crawlers
Indexer Module
Extracts the words from each page it visits and records URL's. Its results into a large lookup table that gives a list of URL pointing to pages where each word occurs. The table list of those pages which were covered in crawling process.
Query module
Query module of a search engine receives search requests from users in the form of keywords or content or phrases.
Crawler module:
Read to the web pages
Indexer module:
Collect or store to the pages which is crawled by crawler.
Ranking module:
Provide rank to the pages which is stored by indexer module.
Query module:
Find the query and show the results to the user.
And search the keywords or content or phrases in the own data base.
Ranking module
Many algorithms are available for ranking to the web pages. In this module we sort the results according to ranking algorithm. Different ranking algorithm is defined the ranked of pages. Some approaches are following:-1. Top -down approach or parsing 2. Bottom -up approach or parsing
RELATED WORK
The purpose of Page Ranking is to measure the relative importance of the pages in the web. There are many algorithms for this purpose [4] . The most important page ranking algorithms are describes below:
 Hyper Search,  Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS),  PageRank,  TrustRank, and  OPIC
Hyper Search Method
Hyper Search has been the first published technique to measure the importance of the pages in the web. This algorithm served as a base for the next ones. For more information about Hyper Search refer to [5] .
Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search Method
HITS algorithm, also known as Hubs and Authorities, is a link analysis algorithm for the web. It is executed at query time and is used to modify the ranking of the results of a search by analyzing the link structure of the pages that will appear in the result of the search. HITS algorithm assigns two different values to each web page: its authority value, and its hub value. The authority value of a page represents the value of the content in the page; meanwhile the hub value estimates the value of its links to other pages.
The first step in the HITS algorithm is to retrieve the set of pages in the result of the search, as the HITS algorithm only analyzes the structure of the pages in the output of the search, instead of all the web pages [8] .
PageRank Method
PageRank is a link analysis algorithm to measure the page relevance in a hyperlinked set of documents, such as the World Wide Web. This algorithm assigns a numerical weight to each document. This numerical weight is also called Page Rank of the document. The Page Rank of a web page represents the likelihood that a person randomly clicking will arrive at this page. The Page Rank algorithm requires several iterations to be executed.
At each iteration, the values will be better approximated to the real value.In its simplest form, Page Rank uses the next formula for each web page at each iteration:
Where u is a web page, Bu is the set of pages that link to u, PR(v) is the PageRank of v, and L(v) is the number of outlinks in page v [7] .
TrustRank
TrustRank is a semi-automatic link analysis technique for separating useful WebPages from spam. The HITS and the PageRank algorithms can also be used for this purpose, but They have been subject to manipulation. To avoid this manipulation, the TrustRank algorithm selects a small set of documents. This set of documents will be evaluated by an expert. Once the reputable seed pages are manually identified, a crawl extending outward from the seed set seeks out similarly reliable and trustworthy pages. For more information about TrustRank, please refer to [6] .
On-line Page Importance Computation (OPIC)
The On-line Page Importance Computation algorithm, also known as OPIC, is a link analysis algorithm. Its capability to compute the page importance without storing the whole links graph is what makes it different from other algorithms.
The OPIC algorithm keeps 2 values for each page: its cash, and its history. Initially, some cash is distributed uniformly among all the nodes, for the case of N nodes, 1/N cash will be assigned to each node. The cash of a web page contains the sum of the cash obtained by the page since the last time it was crawled. The history of the page contains the sum of the cash that the page has obtained since the algorithm started until the latest time it was crawled. When a page p is retrieved, its cash is added to its history [9] .
PROPOSED WORK
In this paper the thesis work and designed algorithm will be provide the fastest way to find the rank of web pages which will be known as Size Based ranking Algorithm (SBRA). Because this algorithm is used two different approaches which are applied on a single page at the midpoint of web page which due to search of content is fastest and it will be take just half time compared to previous required time to searching the content of web pages. In SBRA, used the four variables to design this algorithm which are following and also describe by graph which is shown in figure2:- The researchers have an experimental setup for result analysis of SBR Algorithm and done online comparison with the Google Page Rank Algorithm using the website markhorrel.com. The researchers got some value for web pages by Google Page Rank Algorithm and SBR Algorithm which is shown in Table 1 . And produce the comparison Graph and Pi chart for PG1 from Table 1 . Thus also produce the graph for PG2, PG3, etc. PG1  PG2  PG3  PG4  PG5  GPR  SBR  GPR  SBR  GPR  SBR  GPR  SBR  GPR  SBR In SBR Algorithm for Search Engine Page Ranking, enrooted an algorithm, in which used four range variable its means the upper half density of keywords, the lower half density of keywords, number of successors to the web pages and the freshness value of the web page. Density shows the occurrence of the keyword on the particular web page. Numbers of successors represent the outgoing link to a single web page. Freshness value is the age of the web page.
SIZE BASED RANKING ALGORITHM (SBRA)
In SBR algorithm, two density of keywords are used one for upper half and second for lower half which due to performance of page rank is very high and Many large Web crawlers start from initial pages, fetch every links from them, and continually repeat this process without change any policies that help them to better crawling and improving performance of those. There are obviously many improvements to the Algorithm that can be made.
In future work, the same algorithm can be implemented for using genetic algorithm so that on the basis of parameter like mutation crossover the efficiency and the effectiveness of the algorithm may be improved. As for this proposed work , SBRA used top to down and bottom to up approach for the calculation of the page rank there can be many alternative policies for the same.
Finally hope that the SBR Algorithm is working very fast compare to another Algorithm. SBR Algorithm is covered more area compare to Google Page Rank algorithm. It's providing the best and fast rank to the web pages because two different approached is worked at a time. And it is used for future prospectus in generic algorithm.
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